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Liar & Spy meets The Parker Inheritance in this whimsically complex story about
human connection and the power we all have to determine our own fate. Is there
anything more random than middle school? Sixth graders Oliver and Frankie
don't think so. Their first few weeks have been full of weirdness -- lunchtime
thievery, free beef jerky, and Matilda, the mysterious new girl who knows
everything about them, but has a lot to learn about making friends.But what if
none of it is random at all? What if a reclusive genius is keeping an eye on them
and making sure the tiny pieces of his puzzle fall into place, one by one, until
strange, seemingly unconnected incidents snowball totally out of control?
Imagine the odds! First a cardamom shortage takes down the school bully. Then
a giant dog leads to some extracurricular spying. Soon Oliver is being followed
and Matilda is hacking the FBI. And by the time they discover a gang of angry
clowns and the world's largest game of Mousetrap, an insanely brilliant plan has
been set in motion that will change their lives forever.Connect the Dots is an
intricately plotted story about the power of human connection and a chain of
"coincidences" so serendipitous they must be destiny at work.
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Connecting the Dots presents three key interconnected areas of focus that will
have the most impact on teaching and learning. 1. Building Strong Relationships:
creating a sense of belonging, establishing norms and high expectations; and
understanding barriers, like unconscious bias and misconceptions, in order to
break them down 2. Maximising Memory: managing cognitive load, using
effective learning strategies, planning for long term retention and application of
knowledge 3. Cultivating Learning Mindsets: building self-efficacy; developing
metacognitive skills; and using feedback, goal setting and talk effectively Each of
these three chapters lays out the research worth knowing and applies that
research to ready-to-use teaching tools for real classrooms. The chapters
conclude with detailed guides to support leadership in creating personalised
professional learning sessions to turnkey these concepts to school staff.
Connecting the Dots is a book for educators by educators. Conceived by lead
author Tricia Taylor, who started as a teacher in the US but has been teaching in
UK schools for nearly two decades as well as running her consultancy, Tailored
Practice, and co-authored by Nina Dibner a veteran US educator and founder of
PowerTools, an American educational consulting firm, Connecting the Dots offers
a transcontinental lens. Illustrated by Oliver Caviglioli, the graphics and layout
make the book incredibly accessible and a joy to read.
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Connect-the-dot books are activities that help your kids follow instructions, count
& color too. Solve the dot-to-dot puzzles and practice the alphabet at the same
time! With a variety of playful puzzles to solve, learning will be easy. With a little
help from you, your child will enjoy hours of learning fun. All dot to dot pictures
are on large 8.5 x 11 single sided pages to prevent bleed through of markings
and color. Every time your child does a puzzle, he becomes more adept at
problem solving. There becomes a better familiarization of colors, number and
letters too for every puzzle done. Kws: dot book, connect the dots, dot book for
kids, connect book, dots book, dot for kids, connect the dots books for kids age
11, connect the dots numbers, connect the dots books for kids age 5, connect the
dots book, connect the dots for kids, connect the dots books
Make learning ABCs and improving writing skills fun with this Alphabet Dot-to-Dot
Book for Kids! Entertaining and educational connect the dots puzzle book. Learn
letter recognition and improve fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination while
revealing hidden pictures. Includes a large variety of fun designs. This connect
the dots puzzle book is for ages 4-8, preschoolers, and kindergarten.
Feeling guilty about not networking enough? Stop! You can learn how to network
effectively without attending networking events, collecting business cards, or
getting a lot of LinkedIn followers. How? By learning how to Connect the Dots.
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Written by Inga Carboni, Ph.D., Connect the Dots is a fun, fast-paced, and factbased book for working professionals seeking to take the next step in their
careers. The truth is that networking is not about managing impressions or
projecting your personal brand. Effective networkers build, nurture, and leverage
relationships, real relationships built on genuine connection. When done
correctly, networking isn’t sleazy or manipulative. Instead, it’s empowering — for
you, for all the people you know, and for all the people they know. Connect the
Dots: How to Build, Nurture, and Leverage Your Network to Achieve Your
Personal and Professional Goals offers a combination of personal stories,
business anecdotes, self-assessments, exercises, and concrete guidelines
grounded in the latest scientific research. Connect the Dots focuses on
developing your personal power and leadership skills by creating effective
networks and networking effectively. This book is designed to benefit everyone,
from young professionals to senior managers to human resource professionals to
C-suite executives. Unleash the power of your network by learning how to
connect the dots to make your network work for you. Praise for Connect the Dots:
"In Connect the Dots, Inga Carboni has accomplished an exceptional blend of
findings housed in research with pragmatic insights that can be put into action
immediately. The richness of her stories and examples will resonate with all as
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she makes the book a delight to read. Whether approaching the topic from a
senior executive perspective with a focus on what should be done in your
organization or from an individual standpoint in terms of actions you could
personally take, Connect the Dots is one for the ages." ~ Rob Cross Edward A
Madden Professor, Global Leadership, Babson College
Connect The Erotic Dots offers 90+ detailed connect-the-dots puzzles that will
add fun and frivolity to any couple's love life. These are definitely not the connectthe-dots puzzles of your parent's generation! Do the puzzles with a special
someone, or solve them on your own. Either way they will reveal new and
imaginative ways to enhance and invigorate your sex life!
Connecting the dots to create stunning images has never been easier! More than
200 visual puzzles pepper the pages of Large Print Amazing Dot-to-Dot.
Connecting the dots to create a variety of images—including outdoor scenes,
cityscapes, and creatures of every size and shape—is a relaxing and enjoyable
activity for people of all ages. The numbers and dots are larger than those in
most dot-to-dot books, which means less eye strain while you complete the
puzzles. After you draw the line to connect the final dot, you can continue the fun
by coloring in the finished image.
"Education isn't something you can finish," once quipped Isaac Asimov, a point
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that rings true now more than ever. We're reveling in information nirvana while
relying on outdated learning habits that don't stack up. All the world's knowledge
is at our fingertips, we're able to consume whatever we want whenever we want itbut this, unfortunately, doesn't guarantee that we will make the best use of our
time or that we will remember what we think we're learning. If we're going to raise
the collective intelligence and creativity of the world at large, education must
escape the school system and become an activity pursued by people of all ages
and from all walks of life. The first step in this process is learning how to learn.
Among Connecting the Dot's most valuable insights: - What happens in the brain
as we experience and learn - How technology and science are driving a need for
continued education - Why our ability to plan and predict rests upon our
knowledge - What we should focus on to become an expert - How to avoid the
many biases and fallacies in our current learning methodologies Connecting the
Dots will lead you on a journey through the brain, the mind, the environment, and
the future, providing a well-rounded picture of why learning is essential and how
to best achieve it.
Connect the Dots Books for KidsDot-to-Dot Puzzles for Fun and LearningDP Kids
These Connect the Dot activities will help your kids follow instructions better, improve hand eye
coordination, and develop motor skills! Features: 30 entertaining and educational dot-to-dot
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puzzles Animals and Objects ranging from 20 to 150 dots Suitable for ages 4-8, 8-12, and
adults Printed on beautiful 8.5" x 11" paper Can be colored once the dots are connected Get
your little one learning and having fun at the same time!
Reduce stress while challenging your mind--connect the dots to connect with simple pleasures
of home and the outdoors. This connect-the-dots coloring book features images from around
the home, in the garden, and from nature. Steve Duffendack has developed a unique approach
to connecting the dots that allows for more diversity in how a page can be completed. Instead
of only dots there are various shapes to connect. Find the same shapes, then connect the
numbers within that group. After all the groups are connected, color the scene!
Liven up math practice with this fun collection of reproducible connect-the-dot puzzles.
Students complete a page of math problems and then use the answers to connect the dots on
a puzzle page to reveal a mystery picture. Activities help boost computational skills in 2- and
3-digit addition and subtraction (with and without regrouping) and automatic recall of
multiplication and division facts. Self-checking activities are perfect for centers and
independent practice. For use with Grades 2Ð3.
Features an audio read-along! With a simple, witty story and free-spirited illustrations, Peter H.
Reynolds entices even the stubbornly uncreative among us to make a mark -- and follow
where it takes us. Her teacher smiled. "Just make a mark and see where it takes you." Art
class is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in front of a blank piece of paper. The
words of her teacher are a gentle invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw - she’s
no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at a blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable
and angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks the beginning of Vashti’s journey
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of surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core of Peter H. Reynolds’s delicate
fable about the creative spirit in all of us.
Relax and delve into a world of dot-to-dots made just for you! This adult dot-to-dot book of
large print, relaxing images will put your mind at ease as you let your cares slip away and
enjoy connecting a simple numbers of dots! The puzzles in this book include a wide variety of
beautiful images. Our professional artists will leave you with breathtaking finished images that
you can color, tear out and hang up if you like. You'll be blown away by the drawings and can
try to figure each one out as they gradually appear in front of your eyes. There is an answer
key at the end in case you get stuck! Each image is printed on high-quality paper and every
drawing is followed by a blank sheet of paper so you never have to worry about tearing
individual images out of the book. You will get: Puzzles ranging up to 473 dots A wide variety
of large print, easy to read beautiful images Skip around and start with easier images to ease
into the challenge Relaxation and stress relief Professionally created images that will amaze
you when completed! Bonus images from other dot-to-dot books in our series! Answer key at
the end Enjoy the puzzles and let your stress melt away!
The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Book in the World is an incredible collection of connect-the-dot
surprises that will challenge and entertain the big kids. In addition to extremely detailed
traditional dot-to-dots, there are unique innovations and variations that have never before been
seen: Key and Star puzzles have more than one line to connect; Field of Dots puzzles have
evenly spaced dots with a key indicating which to connect; also included are No-Dot and
Odd/Even puzzles. The final images cover a broad subject range, adding to the surprise
element. Older kids and adults who love puzzles will be delighted to find an entire pages of
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dots that won't reveal themselves until you get started. Prepare to be challenged.
There are lots and lots of dots in this activity book for coloring and puzzle enthusiasts. More
than 40 connect-the-dots challenges depict animals, ice skaters, a windmill, and more.
Connect the dots is not just child's play. For adults, it is therapeutic and brain-boosting too!
Adults who can connect the dots are known to be forward-thinkers and they have the ability to
piece together information to understand the whole picture. When adults connect the dots, they
retain information, follow instructions and better their focus too!
40 giant dot-to-dot puzzles to challenge adults.Two-page puzzles have over40dots.Singlepage puzzles contain at least 40 dots.A wide variety of images keeps puzzlers guessing as
they join dots: animals, action and still life scenes, architecture, and everyday objects.Finished
puzzles reveal line art that can be colored in for an extra activity.Answer key at back of book
shows what completed puzzles look like.40 pages

The anxiety of waiting for the final picture to appear when solving dot-to-dot activities
teaches your child to maintain focus and presence of mind. This, in turn, sharpens your
child's mind and make him more receptive to new information. Dot-to-dot activities are
fun enough to keep your child interested in them and smart enough to bring about
improvements in handwriting, listening and communication skills.
Stay present in the moment with Connect and Color: Mindful Dot to Dot, a collection
that combines the mindfulness of a connect-the-dots puzzle with the simple joy of
coloring. From the very first line you draw to the last, you’ll enjoy the satisfying process
of bringing all 40 intricate illustrations to life. From graceful birds; to gorgeous sailboats;
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to beautiful nature scenes, each finished design, which will never have more than 500
dots, will slowly reveal itself for you to color. Tear-out pages make it easy to share each
completed piece with others or frame it for yourself! Take a fun and fulfilling break
anytime with Connect and Color: Mindful Dot to Dot. How to Connect & Color: • Use
pens or pencils that match the colors of the dots you are joining, changing color when
the dots and numbers change color. • Start at number 1, marked with a hollow dot, and
draw a straight line to dot 2, marked with a solid dot. • Keep joining dots in increasing
numerical order until you reach a hollow dot. • Then lift your pen off the paper and
move to the next dot, which will also be hollow, before then joining dots again until you
reach another hollow dot. • Continue in this way, joining all dots except pairs of hollow
dots, until you’ve joined every dot.
Connect the dots puzzles are a fun way to help kids learn numbers and practice handeye coordination. This dot to dot puzzle book is an activity book your kids will love.
Complete the connect the dot puzzle and then color the page.
Using a flexible software system, this book teaches evidential and inferential issues
used in drawing conclusions from masses of evidence.
DOT TO DOT COLORING BOOK FOR KIDS WITH DRAWING PROMPTS Drawing is
something kids and adults of all ages love to do. When it's in the form of a dot to dot
activity book, it's even more fun. Throw animals into the mix, and you have a world of
excitement every time! To make this dot-to-dot animal color book even better, it's not
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only loaded with a complete set of original coloring pages, it also have writing and
drawing prompts on the back of each dot-to-dot page. Each of these prompt drawing
pages, allows for creative and imagination-based drawing to take place, while also
providing concepts of family, fun, mindfulness and what to be thankful for as well. SIZE:
8.5x11 PAPER: Black and White Coloring Pages FEATURES: 25 Dot to Dot Pages and
25 Drawing Prompt Pages PAGES: 54 Pages COVER: Soft Cover (Matte) Order your
copy today!
Get hours of fun dot to dot activities for your kid! This amazing dot to dot book includes:
- Variety of themes from cute animals, things that go, food and many more!- 3
challenge levels- Bonus levels for an even more exciting challenge- Designed to
enhance motor skills and creativity while being fun Dot to Dot activities involve the use
of freeform hand drawing guided by having to connect each dot in order to create an
image.These activities are great at improving hand eye coordination, motor skills and
most importantly creativity as the child has to complete the illustration by choosing
straight or curved lines to complete the illustration. 3 challenge levels progressively help
your child learn how to do dot to dot activitiesLevel 1 Easy: with fewer dot to dots to
help your child get the hang of the activitiesLevel 2 Medium: More dot to dots than easy
with middling complexityLevel 3 Hard: Increased amount of dots with more complex
shapes and illustrationsBonus: For the child who has mastered it all, with the most
amount of dots to connect and the most complex shapes and illustrations An example
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of the themes are: Animals - Bear, Giraffe Lion Penguin, Rabbit turtleFood and FruitsPeaches, Pie, ChipsInsects - Snail, BeesThings that go: Car Pickup, Horse,
ScooterEveryday things: Toothpaste, Hat, Shorts, Box, Teapot, ViolinOthers: Pirate hat,
Treasure map, Snowman, Santa Claus
Dot to Dot Books For Kids Ages 4-8 This Dot to Dot Books for kids is great for those
parents who wish for their children to improve counting and co-ordination skills. Every
Connect the Dot picture is printed on its own 8.5 x 11 inch page. Make one of the best
decisions for your child this year and get a copy of this great Dot to Dot Books For Kids
Ages 4-8 while you still can now.
Dot to Dot books aren't just for kids! This adult puzzle book contains puzzles with
hundreds of dots each. Instructions are simple: find the star which marks number one
and connect that with your utensil to number two and so forth until the last numbered
dot is connected. The pages are printed on one side only to give you the option to color
your completed pictures.
KIDS CAN COUNT ON FUN-Connect-the-dot books are activities that help your kids
follow instructions, count & color, too! The images in this book are random (Cute
Animals, Beautiful Flowers, Spaceship, Snowman, Fruits and much more. So you will
find highly appealing. Reap the benefits of connect-the-dot activities. This is the exciting
challenge older counters are eagerly waiting for. What's hidden in each dot-to-dot? Till
it's done, no one can know...They'll all be a big happy surprise! Start today!
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************************ ON SALE FOR A LIMITED TIME $9.99 Just $4.99
Silicon Valley visionary John Chambers shares the lessons that transformed a dyslexic
kid from West Virginia into one of the world's best business leaders and turned a simple
router company into a global tech titan. When Chambers joined Cisco in 1991, it was a
company with 400 employees, a single product, and about $70 million in revenue.
When he stepped down as CEO in 2015, he left a $47 billion tech giant that was the
backbone of the internet and a leader in areas from cybersecurity to data center
convergence. Along the way, he had acquired 180 companies and turned more than
10,000 employees into millionaires. Widely recognized as an innovator, an industry
leader, and one of the world's best CEOs, Chambers has outlasted and outmaneuvered
practically every rival that ever tried to take Cisco on--Nortel, Lucent, Alcatel, IBM, Dell,
and Hewlett-Packard, to name a few. Now Chambers is sharing his unique strategies
for winning in a digital world. From his early lessons and struggles with dyslexia in West
Virginia to his bold bets and battles with some of the biggest names in tech, Chambers
gives readers a playbook on how to act before the market shifts, tap customers for
strategy, partner for growth, build teams, and disrupt themselves. He also adapted
those lessons to transform government, helping global leaders like French President
Emmanuel Macron and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to create new models for
growth. As CEO of JC2 Ventures, he's now investing in a new generation of gamechanging startups by helping founders become great leaders and scale their
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companies. Connecting the Dots is destined to become a business classic, providing
hard-won insights and critical tools to thrive during the accelerating disruption of the
digital age.
LARGE Dot to Dot Drawings For Kids! Numbers & Alphabet Fun to and easy to follow
the dots, learn the numbers and ABC. LARGE images, EASY to follow, EASY to trace
with markers and crayons - FUN to use. In THIS book you get ONE IMAGE PER
PAGE, so your kids can use their pens or markers to use this book, without the colors
bleeding into other pages. This coloring book is for kindergarten and school boys and
girls alike. Cute Animals, Birds, Fish is perfect coloring activity book for young ages 4-6.
Fun way for kids to learn the 1-10, 1-30 numbers and ABC.
Mahima Mehra did it.Ranjiv Ramchandani did it.Kalyan Varma did it. Connect the Dots
is the story of 20 enterprising individuals without an MBA, who started their own
ventures. They were driven by the desire to prove themselves. To lead interesting,
passionate, meaningful lives. Their stories say one thing loud and clear. You don’t
need a fancy degree or a rich daddy to dream big and make it happen. It’s all in your
head, your heart, your hands.
Entertaining and educational Christmas dot-to-dot puzzle book. Improve number skills
and hand-eye coordination while revealing hidden pictures with holiday and winter
themes. Includes a large variety of designs including Santa claus, Christmas trees,
ornaments, snowmen, presents, angels, and lots more. This connect the dots puzzle
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book is for ages 4-8, ages 8-12, and for adults who enjoy connect the dots puzzles.
Entertaining and educational dot-to-dot puzzle book. Puzzles range from 35 dots to
over 100+ dots. Improve number skills and hand-eye coordination while revealing
hidden pictures. Includes a large variety of designs including animals, people, . flowers,
musical instruments, and lots more.
Fun and educational animal-themed connect the dots puzzle book. Puzzles range from
10 dots to over 100+ dots. Arranged from easier to more advanced. Improve number
skills and hand-eye coordination while revealing hidden pictures. This connect the dots
puzzle book is for ages 4-8, ages 8-12, and for adults who enjoy connect the dots
puzzles.
How fast can your child form these dots into pictures? A challenging activity book
requires a child to play against the clock. This will push a child from passive to active
learning. It'll make the game much more appealing because of the added element of
pressure. Encourage your child to share this activity book with friends!
Get your pencil ready--it's time to jumpstart your imagination with The Everything Kids'
Connect the Dots Puzzle and Activity Book! When you crack the connect-the-dots
puzzles in this book, you'll climb aboard a ship and encounter swashbuckling pirates,
dig up a dinosaur skeleton, or get behind the wheel of your very own racecar! Count
your way through puzzles to discover: Exciting sports and games Cuddly cats and
dangerous dragons Slimy, smelly, and gross creatures Sneaky spies and their secret
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lives Perfect princes and pretty princesses Vehicles that go vroom! With tons of terrific
puzzles that deliver hours of fun, you won't want to stop connecting the dots!
This Dot to Dot Book is a fun way for older kids, teens, adults or seniors to sharpen
their minds and test their drawing skills. Including 40 Unique Connect the Dots Designs
to keep you entertained for hours. Alternate pages are left blank to allow you to remove
pages and to prevent Ink from bleeding through. The designs feature mainly animals
and nature scenes with a few others mixed in for added variety. Connect the Dots
Features: Loads of Pages 40 Pages of Puzzles No Ink Bleed - Alternate Pages are left
blank Suitable for Older Ages Medium to Hard Difficulty Perfectly Sized - 8.5" x 11"
Premium Glossy Color Cover

Relax Connecting the Dots With This Large Print Dot-To-Dot Book For Adults,
Seniors and Teens. This Dot to Dot Book for adults and teens is great for
someone who just likes to relax unwind, and draw dot to dot lines between
beautiful pictures. Every connect the dots picture is printed on its own 8.5 x 11
inch page. Make one of the best decisions this year and get your copy of this
fantastic Large Print Connect the Dot Book For Adults while you still can.
The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Adventure, (the 18th book in the Greatest Dot-to-Dot
series) by David Kalvitis, carries on his tradition of skillfully utilizing dots to create
the most amazingly complex and artistic dot-to-dot puzzles. The Greatest Dot-toPage 16/19
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Dot Adventure - Book 2 is the second in the series of revolutionary Dot-to-Dot
puzzle books created by David Kalvitis. Book 2 weaves all of the varied
challenges and puzzle styles of its predecessors with a multi-layered mystery that
includes new styles, hidden clues, an intriguing story line and impressive three
and four page landscape spreads. The adventure continues following an
imaginative young boy searching for the missing pieces of a mysterious gift.
Together, visitors will navigate challenging puzzles and unearth secret clues to
discover new species of dots and spectacular views. One can even challenge
themselves by scaling the 'Everest of Connect-the-Dots', a breathtaking four
page puzzle comprised of a staggering 2,100 dots.
This Book is a great activity for kids learning development. A fun way to improve
number skills, hand-eye coordination, and fine motor skills. This book is best for
kids 4-8 years of age. This book includes a large variety of designs including
Disney, sea creatures, farm animals, and musical instruments. Lots of
Educational and Fun puzzles. 52 pages High-Quality Paper. Page Dimensions:
8.5x11 inches.
Introducing Hours Of Screen-Free Fun With 100 Dot To Dot Activities And
Education For Your Child! Do you want your child to have fun and be educated
simultaneously? Do you want them to improve their Motor control and drawing
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skills while enjoying themselves? Do you want them to improve their cognitive
functions instead of numbing themselves with Social Media? Well, you're in the
right place then! This Connect The Dots Workbook contains OVER 100 pages of
beautiful, large print coloring dot-to-dot pages the PERFECT size for small
hands! At Kidsville Books we believe Children should get back into natural
learning environments where possible, and Dot-To-Dot activities are one of the
BEST ways to not only entertain but educate children for hours on end! These
100 Connect The Dot pages are perfect for Kids of ALL ages who want an
entertaining way to rapidly improve their motor skills, problem solving ability, build
confidence and make great use of their free time! (Oh, and Connect The Dots
helps improve hand-eye coordination, communication & handwriting skills!) So,
Here's A Sliver Of What's Inside... Friendly And Funny Drawings To Create An
Immersive Learning Experience 100 Large Print Connect The Dots Coloring
Pages For Boys And Girls Of All Ages! (4-8 8-12) LOTS of Various Themes To
Keep Children Entertained For Hours Upon Hours Including Animals, Space
Adventures, Sporting Fun & Dinosaurs! Original Artist Designs On High Quality
Paper! Large Print 8.5x11 Pages PERFECT For Small Hands! The PERFECT
Way For Children To Have Screen-Free Fun While Educating Themselves And
SO Much More! Even if your child can't concentrate for more than 5 minutes,
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spends hours upon hours on Social Media and is always going to sleep late
because of their technology use, this book will be the spearhead to help them
have NATURAL and educational Fun Every single day! So, If You Want To Help
Your Child Have The Screen-Free Fun They Deserve WHILE Being Educated At
The Same Time Then Scroll Up And Click "Add To Cart."
After years of being passed around to various relatives, Cassandra Jovanovich
has found a home where she feels she belongs. All she wants to do is forget her
past and pursue her dream of becoming an actress. But her new friend, Leanna
Mets, "the most annoying person she has ever met," wants to know how
Cassandra became an orphan, and encourages her to write her story.
Cassandra's memories reveal how the death of her grandmother and the cruelty
of the other adults in her life turned her into the distrustful, secretive twelve-yearold she is. But with friendship and the courage to continue her dream of acting,
Cassandra might find a way to connect the dots in her life back together.
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